Fixation temperature affects DNA integrity in the testis as measured by the TUNEL assay.
Mature rat testes and liver were fixed with Bouin's fluid (BF) or modified Davidson's fixative (mDF) at room temperature (23 °C) or 4 °C, and DNA integrity was examined by the TUNEL assay. When testes were fixed in BF, TUNEL-stained cells were more prevalent than when fixation occurred in mDF. Independent of fixative, TUNEL-staining was higher when testes were fixed at room temperature relative to 4 °C. Significant effects were present for fixative and temperature of fixation, but not their interaction. Relative to BF, mDF also provided for lower TUNEL-staining in liver, but staining was not affected by fixation temperature. Since the TUNEL assay depends on the detection of fragmented DNA strands, harsh fixatives that induce breaks in the DNA can introduce substantial artifacts. Such potential artifacts are especially prevalent in a tissue such as testes with its ongoing division and differentiation activities. Therefore, the current findings lead the authors to conclude that fixation of mature testes in mDF at 4 °C minimizes generation of false TUNEL-positive cells.